
Columbia Law School 
Postdoctoral Research Scholar 

Millstein Center  
 

Columbia Law School’s Millstein Center seeks a Postdoctoral Fellow to take on an integral role 
in the Center’s ongoing research on corporate governance; private capital markets; 
environmental, social, and sustainability issues; and more.  

The Millstein Center Postdoctoral Fellowship aims to cultivate the next generation of leading 
business law scholars. The Fellowship is designed to support recent law graduates who have 
demonstrated a strong interest in legal scholarship. It particularly supports the training and 
development of prospective law professors. The Fellow will have business law faculty mentors 
who support the Fellow on the market; office space and a research budget; and full involvement 
in faculty workshops, academic activities, libraries, and research facilities. 

The Fellow will commit to working with the Millstein Center’s Executive Director, Director, and 
the Faculty Co-Directors to produce applied research, pedagogy, and other outputs that will 
assist the Center in producing various research reports. Successful performance will require 
both assisting with ongoing projects and generating original research, as well as communicating 
research findings clearly and through a variety of media and formats to a range of audiences in 
a manner that maximizes impact, as well as contributing to the University’s wider research and 
convening efforts. 

The Fellow’s activities will include: 

• conducting sophisticated and in-depth academically focused research into corporate 
governance; corporate environmental, social, and sustainability issues; private 
capital markets; and more;  

• publishing supporting analyses and resources in academic and practitioner-oriented 
publications, as well as Millstein Center work product; conducting research-related 
outreach and communicating research findings to the Millstein Center Advisory 
Board and to relevant professional networks and associations; and  

• supporting other Center projects and initiatives.  

This is a two-year appointment, commencing in the summer of 2024. 

We are seeking applications for candidates with a J.D. or equivalent legal degree, as well as 
strong research and analytical skills, with a demonstrated ability to synthesize, categorize and 
do basic analysis on data and information. The candidate should have a maximum of three 
years of experience post-terminal degree.  

Interested candidates should email their cover letter and resume to: 
millsteincenter@law.columbia.edu 

The hiring range for this position will be $75,000 to $85,000 per year.   
 
Pay Transparency Disclosure 
 
The salary of the finalist selected for this role will be set based on a variety of factors, including 
but not limited to departmental budgets, qualifications, experience, education, licenses, 

mailto:millsteincenter@law.columbia.edu


specialty, and training.  The above hiring range represents the University’s good faith and 
reasonable estimate of the range of possible compensation at the time of posting. 
 

Columbia University is an Equal Opportunity Employer/Disability/Veteran 
 

 

 

 


